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Overview: Rituals and Aids for Sleep 
 
Intentionality matters. The words we recite before sleep sets the path for our night journey. The words 
we utter upon awaking create awareness that shapes our wakefulness. Rituals and aids surrounding sleep 
have content that ripples inwardly and outwardly. 

Many of our small children at bedtime clutch a teddy bear or stroke a “blankie,” often while 
sucking a finger. Psychologist Donald Winnicott labeled such items of comfort “transitional objects.” For 
him the “transition” was from feeling merged with the mother to an awareness of separateness. The 
object was a substitute for the mother’s comforting presence and yet, not her. Some would reduce the 
rituals of nighttime to a transitional object, failing to value a ritual’s content. By analogy, although all love 
may be tied back to our initial love of mother, in our lives we mature and our love choices are marked by 
intervening relationships, psychological predisposition, and commitment. Rituals do offer constancy and 
evoke feelings of comfort and the words recited before and after sleep have their own inherent 
significance. 

In the Jewish tradition, the formulaic prayers are affirmations. Before falling asleep the words link 
us to God and community in particular ways: seeking forgiveness of others; a reminder of God’s protective 
presence; and an expression of faith in God’s oneness. Upon awaking, we are given words to evoke 
gratitude and to remind us of our intrinsic goodness. These words become a habit for the faithful. In my 
case, I recite traditional words at bedtime and upon awaking, just fewer of them than offered by the 
prayerbook. 

Each night as I fall asleep, I recite the first paragraph of the Sh’ma prayer, taken from 
Deuteronomy 6:4-9. When I close my eyes the words flow automatically, expressing belonging to 
community and connection to God. I am soothed by the repetitive familiarity. This ritual enhances my 
ease in letting go from wakefulness to the realm of sleep. When I open my eyes in the morning I 
automatically recite the one liner, called the modeh ani, which expresses gratitude for life and instills 
appreciation for what otherwise is taken for granted.  

Rituals and practices before and after sleep is the focus of this unit. Some of the rituals are 
specifically religious, while others are just helpful practices. Preparing for sleep begins before I get into 
bed and often includes writing down some to-do’s for the next day. Letting go of those tasks is coupled in 
my mind with words of my mother, “Remember, tomorrow is another day.” Once in bed, I shift into 
relaxation. I enjoy following the news. Reading in bed by reading is a habit that takes my mind off personal 
challenges. I keep index cards on my nightstand so as to write down to-dos for the next day and use them 
if awakened during the night by thoughts of unfinished business. My nightstand holds a dream journal 
and pen with the active intention of recording my dreams when I awake. I kiss my wife and say goodnight, 
roll over, and allow sleep to come. 

In this unit, I will share more about the sources of Jewish rituals and some other aids, including 
lullabies in several languages. The very origin of the word, lullaby, is linked by some to the mythic Biblical 
figure Lillith. Lullabies exist in every language to convey safety and belonging. Contemporary medical 
researchers offer guidance to enhance consistent rest, referred to as sleep hygiene, which I will 
summarize. I will also offer guided meditations to let go of the tensions of the day and to relax mind, body, 
and spirit.  
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Hashkeveinu 
 
Lev Shalem. 
 Allow us, Adonai our God, to sleep peacefully; 
  awaken us to life, O sovereign. 
 Spread over us Your canopy of peace, 
  Restore us with Your good counsel, 
 And save us for the sake of Your name. 
 Shield us. 
 Remove the enemies, pestilence, sword, starvation, and sorrow; remove the evil forces that 
surround us. 
 Shelter us in the shadow of Your wings, 
  for You, God, are sovereign, merciful, and compassionate. 
 Ensure our  going and coming for life and peace, now and forever. 
 May you spread over us Your canopy of peace. 
 Praised are You, Adonai, who spreads the canopy of peace over us, over all the people of Israel, 
and over Yerushalayim. 
 
Commentary: The sukkah in the Bible and the observance of the holiday is a fragile structure and yet 
protective due to God’s enduring care. 
… a symbol of movement and God’s protection. See Amos 9:11, where the prophet describes the sukkah 
of David as an image of redemption. In Psalm 27:5, the petitioner asks God for protection from enemies 
in the Divine sukkah, while gazing at God’s countenance. 
This prayer is a response to vulnerability: “What may happen to us when we are asleep? Will we wake 
up? Each phrase in the opening of this prayer begins not with a noun as a subject, but rather with a 
verb, creating a powerful drama of motion and movement, an expression of the will to live.” 
Commentary in Siddur Lev Shalem, edited by Edward Feld (New York: The Rabbinical Assembly, 2016), 
45. 
Satan in the Bible refers to a celestial adversary, such as in the book of Job, or metaphorically to evil 
impulses, but never to a fallen angel or a force independent of God, who always remains superior. 
Psalm 3:6: “I will lie down and sleep and wake again, for the Holy One sustains me.” Also see Psalm 91. 
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Forgiveness Before Sleep 
Among the traditional prayers before sleep, there is a paragraph that focuses on forgiveness. The Talmud 
and the Zohar are two of the key sacred texts, one primarily identified with law and the other a mystical 
commentary to the Torah. Each describes the merits of a person who forgave others each night before 
sleep: 

  The Talmud:  
Rabbi Nehunya son of Ha-Kanah was asked by his disciples, ‘How have you lived 

so long?’ He replied, ‘Never in my life have I gained honor through my fellow’s shame, 
nor has my fellow’s curse climbed into bed with me, and I have been generous with my 
money’…. ‘Nor has my fellow’s curse climbed into bed with me’- as illustrated by Mar 
Zutra, who when he climbed into bed used to say, ‘I forgive all who have hurt me (BT 
Megillah 28a). 
 The Zohar:  

Rabbi Abba was sitting at the gateway of the gate of Lydda. He saw a man come 
and sit in a dugout [shelter] in a mound of earth; weary from the road, he settled down 
and fell asleep there. Meanwhile, he saw a snake approaching him; out came a honey 
badger, oozing in excretion, and killed it. When the man awoke he saw that snake lying 
dead in front of him. He sprang up, just as that dugout collapsed into the depths below. 
 Rabbi Abba approached him and said, “Tell me what you do, for look, the blessed 
Holy One has performed these two miracles for you! It was not for nothing! 

The man replied, “All my days, no one in the world ever rendered me evil, with 
whom I did not reconcile and whom I did not forgive. Moreover, if I could not reconcile 
with him, I never climbed into bed before forgiving him and all those who hurt me. I never 
cared all my days about the evil they rendered me. Not only that- from that day on, I 
exerted myself to act kindly toward them.” 

Rabbi Abba wept and said, “This one’s deeds excel those of Joseph! As for Joseph, 
they were surely his brothers, so he was expected to show them compassion. But this 
one, by what he did, surpassed Joseph. It is fitting that the blessed Holy One perform for 
him miracle upon miracle” (Zohar1:201b). 
These stories influenced the liturgist composing statements of forgiveness before the recitation 

of the Sh’ma before sleep. Among the leading Orthodox rabbis of our time is Jonathan Sacks, the former 
chief rabbi of England, who in a relatively recent translation and commentary on the traditional 
prayerbook, The Koren Siddur, offers the following statement of bedtime forgiveness: 

הריינ מחול –  
I hereby forgive anyone who has angered or provoked me or sinned against me, 

physically or financially or by failing to give me due respect, or in any other matter relating 
to me, involuntarily or willingly, inadvertently or deliberately, whether in word or deed: 
let no one incur punishment because of me.i 
Among the most popular prayerbooks in the contemporary Orthodox world is called the 

Artscroll Siddur, published by the Rabbinical Council of America. Its rendition of the forgiveness 
prayer starts the same way in Hebrew, but expands into a longer paragraph with two noteworthy 
additions:  

• After the phrase, “whether in word or deed” it continues, “whether in this 
transmigration or a previous transmigration”- pointing to the Jewish mystical 
belief found in the Zohar of reincarnation; 

• And where the above prayer ends with “let no one incur punishment because of me,” the 
Artscroll adds: “May it be Your will, Hashem, my God and the God of my forefathers, that 
I may sin no more. Whatever sins I have done before You, may You blot out in Your 
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abundant mercies, but not through suffering or bad illnesses.”ii This addition points to a 
theology found in the Talmud that God brings suffering on us as an act of purification, 
referred to as yisurin shel ahavah, afflictions of love.iii 

Reflection: In what ways do the stories of the Talmud and Zohar impress you? Note that although in the 
Talmud the hero is a rabbi, in the Zohar he is an unknown, weary traveler. What would you bedtime prayer 
of forgiveness say? How would it help you and how would it aid the people that you are releasing? 
 
 
 
 
 

i Rabbi Jonathan Sacks, The Koren Siddur (Jerusalem: Koren, 2009), 294-295. 
ii Nosson Scherman, The Rabbinical Council of America Edition of The Artscroll Siddur (New 
York: Mesorah Publications, 1984, 1990), 288-289. For more on reincarnation and the Jewish 
tradition see my book, Does the Soul Survive: A Jewish Journey to Belief in Afterlife, Past Lives & 
Living with Purpose (Woodstock, Vermont: Jewish Lights Publishing, 2000, 2015), 94. 
iii See Berakhot 5a-b. 
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Reciting Sh’ma on the Bed: Keriat Shema al ha’Mitah 
The Sh’ma is traditionally recited in Hebrew before falling asleep at night, specifically the paragraph from 
Deuteronomy 6:4-9, which reads in English as follows: 

 Hear O’ Israel, YHVH is our Lord, YHVH is One. Love YHVH your Lord with all your 
heart, with all your soul, and with all your might. These words that I am commanding you 
today must remain upon your heart. Teach them to your children and speak of them when 
you are at home, when travelling on the road, when you lie down, and when you rise up. 
Bind them as sign on your hand, and them be an emblem between your eyes. Write them 
on [parchments placed on] the doorposts of your homes and gates. 

 The words of the Sh’ma convey the creed that God is one and that we need to love God. The Biblical 
paragraph directs the timing of these words to include “when you lie down and when you rise up” 
(Deuteronomy 6:7). Parents often sing these words to their children at bedtime, making it among the 
oldest lullabies in continuous use. 

The origins of this nightly practice also link falling asleep with a taste of death.iii For in closing our 
eyes we let go of the active use of our senses and all is dark. Rabbi Akiva made the words of the Sh’ma his 
final words, cementing the association of letting go of life with these words of faith. The Talmud describes 
in harrowing detail, Rabbi Akiva’s final moments during the persecutions of Emperor Hadrian, who had 
made the teaching of Torah a capital offense:  

When Rabbi Akiva was taken [by the Roman soldiers] to the place of his execution, it was 
the time for reciting the Sh’ma. As his executioners pierced his flesh with iron combs, he 
was accepting upon himself [by his recitation] the yoke of the Heavenly Kingdom. His 
disciples asked, “Our teacher, even to this extent [you stay focused on religious duties]?' 
He replied: “All my days I was troubled by this verse, ‘with all your soul,’ [meaning] even 
if God takes your soul. I would say [to myself], ‘When will it come into my grasp to fulfill 
it?!’ And now that it has come into my hands, should I not fulfill it?” He lengthened the 
word ehad (one) [the final word of the first verse] until his soul departed with “ehad.” An 
echo from heaven proclaimed, “Fortunte are you, Rabbi Akiva, that your soul left your 
body as you recited ehad'" (Berakhot 61b).  

Sunrise was the prompt for Rabbi Akiva to recite the Sh’ma rather than neceassarily his impending death. 
And yet, the drama of the story and the preeminence of this second-century Israeli sage, prompted a 
communal aspiration to die with the proclamation of faith on one’s lips. The opening six words of the 
Sh’ma were placed in the viddui, the final confessional prayer recited in the last several days of life.  
 When I say the words of the Sh’ma in my bed, I am relaxing. Death is far from my mind. Rather a 
good night’s rest is of paramount expectation. The opening line speaks of faith that “God is one.” Rabbi 
Arthur Green comments: 

 The core of our worship is not a prayer at all, but a cry to our fellow Jews and 
fellow humans. In it we declare that God is one- which is also to say that humanity is one, 
that life is one, that joys and suffering are all one- for God is the force that binds them all 
together. There is nothing obvious about this truth, for life as we experience it seems 
infinitely fragmented. Human beings seem isolated from one another, divided by all the 
fears and hatreds that make up human history. Even within a single life, one moment feels 
cut off from the next, memories of joy and fullness offering us little consolation when we 
are depressed or lonely. To assert that all is one in God is our supreme act of faith. No 
wonder that the Sh’ma, the first “prayer” we learn in childhood, is also the last thing we 
are to say before we die.”iii 

The sentences that make up the paragraph also emphasize our need to love Godiii and to do so by 
repeating these words on a regular basis, conveying them to our children, and placing them on parchment 
attached to our doorposts and placed in the tefillin, leather boxes that we wrap with leather bands to our 
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forehead and our weaker arm. Our relationship with God encompasses the physicality of our homes and 
our bodies, plus our minds as we speak and consider the significance of a faith in One God. 
  “Rabbi Yitzhak says in the Talmud, ‘A person who recites the Sh’ma at bedside is as though 
holding a double-edge sword;” quoting Psalm 149:6, “The lofty praises of God are in their throats, and a 
double-edge sword is in their hard.”iii Rabbi Yitzhak in the text immediately adds, “Anyone who recites the 
Sh’ma at bedside keeps the demons away.” This double-edged sword may mean, we avoid the fears that 
harm us and the vengeful thoughts against others. Rituals may release us of the negativity of the day, 
opening us to the embrace of needed sleep. 
Reflections: What if any associations do you have to the words of the Sh’ma? How might reciting these 
words calm and connect you toward a larger perspective, enabling an enhanced ease in letting go of the 
demands of the day?  
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The Caster of Sleep: HaMapil  
In preparation for sleep, the Talmud directs the saying of two prayers: the Sh’ma and a benediction, 

called HaMapil, “the Caster,” which asks God for peaceful sleep and a safe awakening: 
“Blessed, who casts sleep to my eyes; slumber to my eyelids; and who illuminates the 
pupil of the eye. May it be Your will, Ever-Present-One [YHVH], my God and God of my 
ancestors, that You enable me to lie down amidst peace. May I be undisturbed by 
troubling dreams or arousals; may my bed be complete before you. And may You light up 
my eyes lest I die in sleep. Praised are You, YHVH, Who lights up the entire world with 
Divine glory” (Berakhot 60b). 
 Some commentaries and reflections: 
Most printed versions place this paragraph before the Sh’ma as directed by Maimonides in the 

12th century.iii Joseph Karo in the 16th century, composed the Shulhan Arukh, the other major code of 
Jewish Law, in which he states that HaMapil belongs after the Sh’ma. Karo explains that since HaMapil 
refers to the onset of sleep, it should be said as close to the moment of sleep as possible, finding support 
in the instructions of the Talmud.iii  

Abudarham, Spain, 14th century, an important commentator to the prayerbook, explains the 
opening line, when a person is tired, the pupils of the eye often narrow, as if the eyes are darkened.  

Rashi, France, 10th century comments that the phase “may my bed be complete” refers to “my 
children.” 

When we sleep, we fail to study. This was a problem for those sages who emphasized, “Let not 
this book of the Torah depart from your lips, rather recite them day and night” (Joshua 1:8). Often included 
in this nighttime prayer, after the words “amidst peace,” was the following for protection: “and that You 
give me my portion in Your Torah and that you accustom me to Your expectations [mitzvah] and do not 
harden me to the ways of transgression. Do not bring me into the grasp of error, wrongdoing, a test, nor 
disdain. Let the good impulses dominate me, rather than evil inclination. Save me from a wicked mishap 
and horrible diseases.”  

Reflection: In what ways does sleep illuminate your eyes and how you see the world? Is there a 
phrase in HaMapil that your relate to strongly? How would such a benediction add to your restful 
slumber?  
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Aids to Sleeping Better 
Sleep is a natural need and pleasure, just like eating or sex. And yet, we may fail to manage these basics 
in healthy ways. The following is some guidance, first in broad strokes and then with more specifics. The 
bottom line is you were meant to sleep: do not stress; this is uncomplicated. Surrender to sleep. And yet, 
there are specific considerations that might augment your sleep practice so as to increase sweet sleep, 
marked by rest, dreams, and awaking refreshed. 
A handful of overarching principles: 

1. Consistent Hours: Go to bed and awake at the same time. Consistency, particularly of waking 
time, reinforces our body’s sleep-wake cycle, enabling better sleep. And yet, if after fifteen 
minutes of lights out, you find that your mind is too busy or your body too awake to fall asleep, 
do not fret. Get up and do something relaxing. When tired return to bed. 

2. Relaxation Practices: Wind down from the day before bedtime to allow you to appreciate the 
calm of the bedroom and to transition from wakefulness to drowsiness. In bed, develop a routine 
of reading, quiet music or physical intimacy to relax.  

3. A Soothing Setting: Keep the bedroom dark, quiet, and cool (enough to need a blanket), with no 
electronic distractions or lit screens before sleep. Invest in a comfortable mattress and pillow. If 
certain smells, such as lilac, relax you, have that smell present. 

4. Making-up Debt: When you have had less than your normal sleep, try to make up the lost sleep 
the next day, whether with a nap or going to bed earlier.  

5. Trust: When you lie down, relax and let go of control with the knowledge that sleep has its own 
wisdom. If you awaken in the middle of the night, you will fall back asleep. 

 
Some specifics: 
De-Stressing: Except for the limited number of people with extreme sleeping disorders, people when 
relaxed will sleep. The key is to trust that sleep will naturally come. Half of Americans blame stress for 
losing sleep.iii During wakeful hours we can address the concerns that keep us up at night with amplified 
emotion. This is easier said than done, yet a necessary goal. Life is too short to needlessly worry and to 
spiral into exhaustion. Getting organized by setting priorities and delegating helps. And yet, there are 
limits to what we can control, often calling for patience and in some cases for acceptance and identifying 
the positive. 

There are guided meditations to release tension by sequestering our worries and shifting our focus, 
which I will offer separately.  
Breathing: Dr. Andrew Weil, best-selling author including Eight Weeks to Optimal Health (1997) offers the 
following exercise for relaxation, which he calls the “4-7-8”: 

1. Make a “whoosh” sound by exhaling fully through your mouth; 
2. Close your mouth and inhale quietly through your nose to a mental count of four; 
3. Hold your breath for a count of seven; 
4.  Exhale completely through your mouth, making a “whoosh” sound to a count of eight; 
5. This is one breath. Now inhale again and repeat the cycle for a total of four breaths.iii 

Bathing: Maimonides in the 12th century recommended a bath just before sleep.iii So does, Arianna 
Huffington: “I have a very hot bath with epsom salts and some lavender oil and a flickering candle, just 
something very relaxing. I found that if I was particularly stressed or worried about something, I would 
prolong the bath because there’s something incredible about the water, it’s almost like washing away the 
day. Your mind begins to slow down.”iii Describing the added value of Epsom salt in a bath, Dr. Ahmed Oz 
writes, “Epsom salt is a natural exfoliant and anti-inflammation remedy… added to any bath or foot soak 
to create a luxurious at-home spa experience.”iii A warm bath raises your body temperature and the 
cooling off afterwards makes you sleepy. 
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Writing To-dos: Keep a pad (or note cards) next to your bed and a writing instrument. Write to-do’s for 
the following day before bedtime. If other “to-dos” arise in your mind during the night, jot them down. 
Once recorded, you will address the issues the following day and can now let go of them.  
Eating, Drinking and Exercise: A heavy meal before sleep will entail digestion, a physical activity that 
detracts from rest- let alone the possibilities of indigestion and heartburn and the increased need for 
urination. Caffeine and nicotine are stimulants that can take hours to wear off. Alcohol will allow you to 
fall asleep more readily, but reduce quality by interfering with deep sleep. Intense exercise before sleep 
may also produce natural chemicals that stimulate us, but as a tradeoff reduces stress and is good for 
health. 
Napping: Long naps can reset your biological clock and interrupt falling asleep at night. Naps of twenty 
minutes or less during the day may refresh and are best done in the mid-afternoon. If you have issues of 
insomnia, you will gain from a doctor’s counsel regarding napping due to the heightened sensitivity of 
your biological clock. 
Know When to Contact Your Doctor: Difficulties in sleep are produced by physical and emotional 
maladies, including as a side effect of medication. So much of our wellbeing is chemically connected. 
Identifying and treating underlying causes of sleeplessness can remedy the problem. 
Optimal Temperature for Sleep 
“Jacob left Beersheva and headed toward Haran. He came to a certain place and spent the night there 
because the sun had already set. Taking some stones, he placed them at his head and lay down to sleep 
there.” (Genesis 28:10-11) 
 Rashi (France, 1040-1105), focusing on the plural of rocks, describes stones placed around the 
head of Jacob as a form of protection. Commentators on Rashi describe this ring of rocks as a protection 
from animals. But, there is another possibility. In Bear Grylls’ television show, Man vs Wild,iii the 
adventurer points out that at night in the desert the temperature can fall precipitously, literally 
endangering the life of a traveler. “Nature’s radiator,” Grylls’ says, are the black rocks of the desert that 
absorb heat during the day, getting hotter than the surrounding sand. The rocks encircling a traveler 
provide heat during the night, allowing for survival. 
 In a study of sleep patterns among aborigines, it was not light that effected sleep as much as 
temperature, more specifically the need for cooler temperatures- but then not so cold as to freeze the 
person, hence the need for those heat absorbing stones in the dessert. Our bodies have a temperature 
cycle during sleep, dropping to the lowest point a few hours before waking and going up as we get close 
to morning.iii In a study in the journal Current Biology, UCLA psychiatric researcher Jerry Siegel states, “the 
daily cycle of temperature change, largely eliminated from modern sleep environments, may be a potent 
natural regulator of sleep.”iii Investigating three groups living in tropical, natural environments, Siegel and 
his collaborators were surprised to find that none of the participants went to sleep near sunset or awoke 
at sunrise. They typically fell asleep just over three hours after sunset and awoke before sunrise; sleeping 
an extra hour in the winter than the summer. They tended to awake when the early morning temperature 
stopped falling.  

As applied to us, these findings and others have led Matthew Walker, a sleep expert at the 
University of California Berkeley, to conclude: “People tend to set their ambient house or bedroom 
temperature a little higher than is actually optimal for sleep. If our core temperature is too high the brain 
cannot easily make the switch from being awake to asleep, or create the best quality sleep.”iii A French 
study concluded that the ideal sleeping temperature is between 60 and 66 degrees Fahrenheit,iii which 
feels on the cold side for this man living in Southern California. And yet, the National Sleep Foundation 
concurred, recommending a thermostat of 65 degrees and stating the sleep is disrupted when the 
temperature falls below 54 degrees or rises above 75 degrees.iii My wife, Linda, a neurologist who likes 
the temperature at bedtime even warmer than me, commented regarding these guidelines,  

People in the study may have been those who have more muscle mass.  The 
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key in interpreting the studies is to know who the hell they studied! ie: were they all 
men? Were they regular exercisers or athletes?  Were they the proverbial "healthy 
volunteers"? That is, students.  Little old ladies or people without a lot of muscle mass  
may be better at lowering their core temperatures. More agile at it. Now that's an 
advantage to NOT exercising! 
 

 Reflection: In your own sleep patterns, what do you keep as the temperature? Do you find that the 
temperature naturally drops during the night? How do you regulate your body temperature? 
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Jacob’s Monumental Pillow 
 
“Jacob got up early in the morning and took the stone that he had placed under his head. He stood it up 
as a pillar and poured oil on top of it. He named the place God’s House [Bet El].” (Genesis 28:18-19).iii 
 
We tend to sleep on fluffy or form fitting pillows to offer support for our neck. Head supports in antiquity 
were often more similar to Jacob’s. In ancient Egypt headrests were usually hard. For a person sleeping 
on the ground, an elevated tablet shaped like a small saddle, offered protection from bugs crawling into 
the orifices of the head. The Chinese viewed a soft pillow as depleting rather than contributing toward 
energy. Their head supports, whether from wood, bronze, or porcelain, often contained symbolic 
drawings as sources of power or semi-precious stones like jade, which they believed increased 
intelligence. 
 

This is among Jacob’s last night’s before departing his birthplace, the Holy Land. His leaving is 
under duress: his brother has threatened to one day kill him for stealing his birthright blessing and his 
parents have insisted that he travel to his mother’s land to find a bride. The stone under his head is more 
than a source of support or comfort. It offers connection to the land that he will soon leave. In that night, 
he will have an epiphany in which God reassures him, “I am with you. I will protect you wherever you go 
and bring you back to this soil” (Genesis 28:17). His pillow will become a monument to God. 
 

What are the attributes of your favorite pillow and how does it aid your sleep? Why do you think 
only humans fashion pillows?  
A quick imagining: See yourself as Jacob just awakening from your dream Feel the stone under 

your head. How does this stone link you  to the vision that you have just had? 
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Lullaby as “Lilith Bye” 
Lullabies lull a child to sleep. They exist in every time and language.iii Some scholars identify the origin of 
the English word “lullaby” with mid-16th century Middle English, a combination of the soothing sound of 
“lu lu or la la” with encouragement to rest, “bye-bye.”iii There is a second opinion that the word lullaby 
has ancient Hebrew roots, combining the name Lilith with abi, meaning “go” in Aramaic, so that a lullaby 
is an attempt to shoo away the feared female demon.  

A collector of Jewish amulets once gifted me with a yellow, printed page from an old prayer book 
that offered protection for a newborn. The expert collector said that the most commonly produced 
amulets served to protect newborns from demons, usually containing the words “Lilith Abi,” “Lililth be 
gone.” It was quite common to affix similar amulets over the bed of the infant or on all four walls of the 
room. The first Hebrew description of the need for such an amulet appears in 2 Alphabet of Ben Sira, an 
anonymous composition dated to the 8th to 10th centuries, which states that the amulet should contain 
not only the names of the three angels who prevail over Lilith, but also “their form, wings, hands, and 
legs.” This version gained widespread acceptance and amulets of this kind were printed starting in the 
18th century.iii 

So who was Lilith? And how does a lullaby serve as protection? 
The only mention of Lilith in Hebrew Scripture is Isaiah 34:14: “And the wild cats shall meet with 

the jackals and the satyr will call out to another; there Lilith shall relax and find rest for herself.” This verse 
is imbedded in a horrific description of God’s destructive fury of evil-doers. Only Lilith seems nonplussed. 
The Rabbis will latch on to this name and in the Babylonian Talmud identify her as a demon with a 
woman’s face, long hair and wings (Eruvin 110b; Niddah 24b) and warns that a man sleeping alone in a 
house may be seized by Lilith (Shabbat 151b)iii. In the Middle Ages, the image of Lilith expanded. Midrash, 
rabbinic imagining, looks for a tension in the Biblical text. Such a tension exists in the creation stories. 
Chapter one of Genesis says of human beings, “male and female He created them (1:27). And yet, we find 
in chapter two an Adam who is alone, on whom God instills a deep sleep and draws forth a helpmate, Eve, 
from Adam’s side. What happened to the woman in chapter one? The rabbis in the Middle Ages will 
identify her as Lilith, who took off soon after creation. The motive and manner of her departure and her 
ongoing threat is described for in 2 Alphabet of ben Sira (23a-b; 33a-b), mentioned above and excerpted 
as follows: 

While God created Adam, who was alone, He said, 'It is not good for man to be 
alone' (Genesis 2:18). He also created a woman, from the earth, as He had created Adam 
himself, and called her Lilith. Adam and Lilith immediately began to fight. She said, 'I will 
not lie below,' and he said, 'I will not lie beneath you, but only on top. For you are fit only 
to be in the bottom position, while I am to be the superior one.' Lilith responded, 'We are 
equal to each other inasmuch as we were both created from the earth.' But they would 
not listen to one another. When Lilith saw this, she pronounced the Ineffable Name and 
flew away into the air. Adam stood in prayer before his Creator: 'Sovereign of the 
universe!' he said, 'the woman you gave me has run away.' At once, the Holy One, blessed 
be He, sent these three angels to bring her back. 

"Said the Holy One to Adam, 'If she agrees to come back, what is made is good. If 
not, she must permit one hundred of her children to die every day.' The angels left God 
and pursued Lilith, whom they overtook in the midst of the sea, in the mighty waters 
wherein the Egyptians were destined to drown. They told her God's word, but she did not 
wish to return. The angels said, 'We shall drown you in the sea.' 

"'Leave me!' she said. 'I was created only to cause sickness to infants. If the infant 
is male, I have dominion over him for eight days after his birth, and if female, for twenty 
days.' 

"When the angels heard Lilith's words, they insisted she go back. But she swore 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adam_(Bible)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Book_of_Genesis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Egypt
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to them by the name of the living and eternal God: 'Whenever I see you or your names or 
your forms in an amulet, I will have no power over that infant.' She also agreed to have 
one hundred of her children die every day. Accordingly, every day one hundred demons 
perish, and for the same reason, we write the angels names on the amulets of young 
children. When Lilith sees their names, she remembers her oath, and the child recovers."iii 

 For many generations this account was taken quite literally, and still is by some. When 
Jews lived with genuine fear of Lilith, they posted amulets and sang songs to ward off the evil 
demon. Lullabies both comforted and offered an incantation of protection. This idea that lullabies 
serve as a protection throughout the night is found in many cultures.iii I tend not to take the myth 
of Lilith literally, but view angels and demons as metaphors for the mystery of good and bad luck, 
positive and negative energy. There is danger in life and a child is vulnerable, and so is each of us. 
A lullaby soothes: facilitating sleep by offering a taste of safety by the familiarity of sound and 
emotional embrace.  
 Reflections: Is there a lullaby that you found most satisfying when you were young? Who sang it 
to you and what feelings did it evoke? What lullabies have you chosen to sing to your young family or 
friends? What do you think about the folk image of Lilith?  
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Hebrew Lullabies 
Oseh Shalom ( עושה שלום ) 
 This one-line is often a sing-along in synagogue liturgy. Located as the last line of the Amidah 
and kaddish prayers, the words express the ultimate longing of prayer: peace. Bildad the Shuhite, a 
friend of the suffering Job, states the first three words to convey God’s power (Job 25:2). Rabbi Harold 
Kushner, a contemporary rabbi, explains the image as follows: Just as in the Heavens, the stars move 
in their respective paths, so may we on earth also live with ordered peace. These familiar words help 
may soothe and lead to peaceful rest. 

עושה שלום  
 

Oseh shalom bimromav, 
 
Hu ya’aseh shalom aleinu 
V’al kol Yisrael [v’yoshvei tevel] 
 
V’imru, amen. 
 
May [the One] who makes peace in high places,  
make peace for us and for all Israel [the whole of creation],  
and let us say, amen. 

 
The following are the two most popular melodies for this line: 
            Nurit Hirsch melody: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yg3gijuqWYo 
            Debbie Friedman melody: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=scbPrzCicLk 
     ---- 
 
Israel’s most popular lullaby: Numi Numi  
 Numi Numi  
 Israel’s most widely sung lullaby conveys the hopes and dreams of the first generation of 
halutzim (pioneers) and their joys in hard work. Joel Engel (1868-1927) composed the music in 
1926, adapting words by Yehiel Heilperin (1880-1942), from Warsaw. Originally 
entitled “Shir Eres,” (Song of the Land), it soon took on the name of its first words, 
Numi Numi- Sleep, Sleep. 

NUMI NUMI SLEEP, SLEEP 
(SHIR ERES) (LULLABY) 
    
Numi, numi yaldati,  
Numi, numi, nim.  
Numi, numi k'tanati,*  
Numi, numi, nim. 
Aba halach la'avoda -  
Halach, halach Aba.  
Yashuv im tzeit halevana -  
Yavi lach matana! 
Numi, numi... 
Aba halach el hakramim -  

Sleep, sleep, my little girl.  
Sleep, sleep.  
Sleep, sleep, my little one,  
Sleep, sleep. 
Daddy's gone to work -  
He went, Daddy went.  
He'll return when the moon comes o    
He'll bring you a present! 
Sleep, sleep... 
Daddy went to the vineyards -  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=scbPrzCicLk
http://www.myjewishlearning.com/israel/History/Before_the_State/Between_the_Wars.shtml?ISHI
http://www.myjewishlearning.com/israel/History/Before_the_State/Between_the_Wars.shtml?ISHI
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Halach, halach Aba.  
Yashuv im tzeit ha cochavim -  
Yavi lach anavim! 
Numi, numi... 
Aba halach el hapardes -  
Halach, halach Aba.  
Yashuv ba'erev im haruach -  
Yavi, yavi tapuach! 
Numi, numi... 
Aba halach el hasadeh -  
Halach, halach Aba.  
Yashuv ba'erev im tz'lalim -  
Yavi lach shibolim! 

He went, Daddy went.  
He'll return when the stars come ou    
He'll bring you grapes! 
Sleep, sleep...  
 
Daddy went to the orchard -  
He went, Daddy went.  
He'll return in the evening with the w    
He'll bring an apple! 
Sleep, sleep...  
 
Daddy went to the field -  
He went, Daddy went.  
He'll come back in the evening with     
He'll bring you ears of grain! 

To hear a rendition: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hnTr6Niq-Ss 
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Yiddish Lullabies 
More than just soothing melodies and words, Yiddish lullabies as sung in America conveyed key 
aspirations and provided glimpses into the Jewish experience of exile, immigration, and dreams of a new 
life. 
 
Shlof Mayn Kind- “Sleep My Child,” 
In 1880, there were approximately a quarter of a million Jews in America. Forty years later that number 
would swell to two million and a quarter. The trip across the ocean from the Old County was expensive. 
During those year, many men made the journey  to the “Golden Land” with the intent to earn the 
needed money to bring the rest of their family. This lullaby, sung by a mother yet in Europe, offered 
hope: “Sleep, my child. Your father is in America–a wondrous place, a paradise for Jews where everyone 
is happy and hallah is eaten, even on weekdays. I will cook broth for you there.” Although this song was 
originally written by the great Yiddish author Sholem  Aleichim, author of the play that led to “Fiddler on 
the Roof,” the lullaby was usually published anonymously. 
Consider listening to this Yiddish version sung by African-American Paul Robeson (now there is a taste of 
America): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q-xhbW7yd4s 
 
“Oyfn Pripetshik” (At the Fireplace) 
 
Jewish literacy offered the skills needed to read the prayerbook and study sacred text. As far back is 
2,000 years ago, the Talmud records the need for a father to hire a tutor for his children, if he lacked the 
time to teach. Learning to read by a rabbi, in Yiddish a rebbe, conveys the great value placed on learning. 
This lullaby says,  
“When you get older, children, you will understand that in these letters are the pain and sadness of our 
people…yes, children, as you carry the burdens of exile and become exhausted, may you gain strength 
from these letters.” The Hebrew letters begin alef bet, forerunners of the written English letters a and b. 

Oyfn pripetchik brent a fayerl  
Un in shtub is heys.  
Un der rebbe lernt kleyne kinderlekh  
Dem alef-beyz.  
 
Gedenkt'zhe, kinderlekh,  
Gedenkt'zhe, tayere,  
Vos ir lernt do.  
Zogt'zhe nokhamol un take nokhamol,  
Komets alef-o.  
 
Lernt, kinderlekh, hot nit moyre.  
Yeder onheyb iz shver.  
Gliklekh iz der yid vos lernt toyre,  
Vos darfn mir nokh mer?  
 
Az ir vet, kinderlekh, elter vern,  
Vet ir aleyn farshteyn,  
Vifil in di oysyes lign trern  
Un vifil geveyn.  
 
Lernt, kinderlekh, mit groys kheyshik,  
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Azoy zog ikh aykh on.  
Ver s'vet beser vun aykh kenen ivri,  
Der bakumt a fon.  

 
A Lovely Rendition by a Children’s Choir: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KpN55cT52uA 
 
“Rozhinkes Mit Mandlen” (Raisins and Almonds)  
“Raisins and Almonds” is sung by a mother instilling in her child the hope that he will one day become 
financially successful: “Little Jew, here is your calling–trading in raisins and almonds. So sleep now, little 
Jew, sleep. There will come a time when railroads will cover half the earth, and you, too, will earn great 
wealth.” This song was originally written in the 1880s for a Yiddish operetta, and became a standard for 
Yiddish singers. 
Listen to Cantor Jan Peerce sing "Rozhinkes mit Mandlen:" 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w633M08hsaU 
 
"Donna, Donna" 
"Donna, Donna" is about a calf being led to slaughter written by Sholom Secunda and Aaron Zeitlin as a 
Yiddish language song, published in 1941 and used in a Yiddish play produced by Zeitlin. The song has 
gained such widespread popularity as a folk song and lullaby that many do not know its origins. 
Consider this version sung by Joan Baez: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BqzGZ5AaeSs 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KpN55cT52uA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w633M08hsaU
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sholom_Secunda
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aaron_Zeitlin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yiddish_language
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Angel by My Side 
Angel prayer: Angels as energies- in a cocoon  
   In the name of the Eternal, the God of Israel; 
   May the angel Michael be at my right; 
   And the angel of Gabriel at my left; 
   And in front of me the angel Uriel; 
   And behind me the angel Raphael… 
   And above my head the Shechinah. 
 “Angels by My Side,” an original variation sung by Craig Taubman: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4boAsi2j8J0 
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English Prayers and Lullabies 
 
Johann Freylinghausen (17-18th century, German theologian) 
 As my head rests on my pillow; Let my soul rest in Your mercy; 
 As my limbs relax on my mattress; Let my soul relax in Your peace; 

As my body finds warmth beneath the blankets; let my soul find warmth in Your love. 
As my mind is filled with dreams; Let my soul be filled with visions of heaven. 
 

“Count Your Blessings Instead of Sheep.”  
When I'm worried and I can't sleep 
I count my blessings instead of sheep 
And I fall asleep 
Counting my blessings 
When my bankroll is getting small 
I think of when I had none at all 
And I fall asleep 
Counting my blessings 
I think about a nursery and I picture curly heads 
And one by one I count them as they slumber in their beds 
If you're worried and you can't sleep 
Just count your blessings instead of sheep 
And you'll fall asleep 

(Composed by Irving Berlin, “Count Your Blessings Instead of Sheep.” 1954. From the 
movie White Christmas. Nominated for 1955 Academy Award for best song.) 
As sung by Bing Crosby: http://www.metrolyrics.com/count-your-blessings-instead-of-sheep-

lyrics-bing-crosby.html 
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Guided Meditations for Relaxation and Restful Sleep 
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Lazybones 
The alarm goes off. You are still tired and give in to the sweetness of a few more minutes of shut-eye.  

The book of Proverbs instructs and warns: “Lazybones (עצל), go to the ant; study its ways and 
learn…How long will you lie there, lazybones; When will you awake from your sleep? A bit more sleep, a 
bit more slumber, a bit more hugging yourself in bed, and poverty will come calling upon you, and want 
like a man with a shield” (6:6, 9-11).iii 

To sleep more than was necessary was discouraged in Jewish moral instruction as bitul Torah, the 
negation of Torah. And yet, health came first. In the words of Rabbi Samson Raphael Hirsch, “In order to 
gain time for studies, one who is desirous of acquiring Torah wisdom must limit the hours of sleep to the 
minimum that is necessary for the preservation of health” (Samson Raphael Hirsch).iii 

Rumi, the 13th century, Persian, Moslem mystic, cautioned against the temptation to prolong 
sleep in the following poem, entitled “The Breeze at Dawn:” 
 The breeze of dawn has secrets to tell you 
 Don’t go back to sleep 
 You must ask for what you really want 
 Don’t go back to sleep 

People are going back and forth across the doorsill where the two worlds touch 
 The door is round and open 
 Don’t go back to sleepiii 

In contrast, Sam Keen in his book Fire in the Belly: On Being a Man (1991) extolled the virtue of 
lingering in bed in order to harvest thoughts that arise between sleep and wakefulness. Accessing such 
dream-like ruminations may harvest insight. So, whether to jump out of bed or to pause and gather 
thoughts depends on the day and the goal. 
Reflection: What tempts you to stay in bed? When is it worthwhile and when does it deter you from 
engaging with life?  
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Modeh Ani: Awaking with words of gratitude. 
 

Jewish tradition directs us upon opening our eyes each morning to utter a one-line prayer of 
gratitude, called the Modeh Ani. The prayer is as follows: 

Modeh Ani le’fanekha, Melekh khai v’kayam, 
She’hekhezarta bi nishmati  

b’khamlah rabah emunatekha. 
Grateful, I am before You, Ruler- dynamic and enduring- 

That You have returned my soul/breath with in me 
Graciously, great is Your faithfulness. 

Each word of this one-line prayer is purposeful. The one-line prayer serves as a meditative pause 
of preparation for each new day. 

Modeh-Grateful 
Gratitude is the wellspring of religious feeling. My teacher Rabbi Simon Greenberg in celebration 

of his 90th birthday and in recognition of his nearly fifty years of teaching at the Jewish Theological 
Seminary addressed his colleagues with the following thoughts: 

Many people ask me how I have lived so long. I have no answer. My longevity 
was not my doing. It was decided by the Yeshiva shel Ma’alah, the Heavenly 
Court. What I did have control over was how I viewed life. As a young man I chose 
to see life as ordered and affirmed a belief in God. As a result I have seen each 
day as a Divine gift and that has made all the difference in the quality of my life. 

I have seen people assume that their achievements were their own 
doing. Their success led to arrogance and when things went poorly they 
became cynical. In my case, I saw each day, in all its parts, as a Divine gift. 
I worked hard, but with few expectations. Whenever good happened, I 
responded with surprise and joy. When I faced disappointment or 
hardship, I humbly accepted it as part of a larger and mysterious plan. I 
have not taken my life for granted and that has enabled me to live 
happily.iii 
 

Rabbi Greenberg’s words endure for me because of the authenticity of how he lived his 
life with self-discipline, a love of learning, and care giving, actively cultivating a religious mindset 
of gratitude.  

Jewish rituals, like the saying of Modeh Ani prompt greater appreciation for what we 
might otherwise take for granted. When we open our eyes, we return to the world of sensory 
awareness.  The opening phrase- grateful am I- is incomplete. The prayer does not specify what 
we are grateful for. There are many possibilities: life itself, the ability to see, the comfort of a 
warm bed, a secure house, the goodness of our companion or the gift of children. When we 
recognize our blessings we awaken to increased gratitude. 
 

Ani le’fanekha- I am before You 
In saying “I am before You” we focus on a relationship with God. We acknowledge that 

the goodness in our lives is neither an accident nor the product of our actions alone, but the work 
of a caring Creator. We affirm that we are never alone, but exist in the presence of God. We avow 
that we lead our lives in God’s sight and that we can speak to God directly.iii 
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Melekh- King 

All names for God are metaphors for that which eludes description. The name Melekh, 
which means king or ruler, conveys continuity with the ancient past and unlimited power, 
qualities that we ascribe to God. If God is Melekh, the Supreme Guide, then God determines the 
enduring standards of morality and character toward which we aspire.  

To avoid all gender-based metaphors for God, some Jews substitute “Yah” for Melekh. 
Yah is one of God’s names in the Bible and Rabbinic writings. It is found for instance in the Hebrew 
word halleluyah- translated as “praised be Yah.”  The Zohar, the central work of Jewish mysticism, 
edited in Spain in the 13th century, says that Yah is God’s most sacred name.iii Saying Yah sounds 
like an exhale action and suggests that God flows through us, rather than lords over us. Yet, using 
Yah as the primary name for God undermines prayer as conversation. Yah is a description of 
God’s verb-like quality, not a Being. Addressing God as a noun facilitates dialogue. 

In Hebrew where nouns are either masculine or feminine, the word Melekh encompasses 
both male and female rulers and has the shared root-stem with “causes to go.” The one-line 
prayer of Modeh Ani does not address God by a formal name, such as Elohim or YHVH. In our 
drowsy, unwashed state we instead refer to God by an attribute, Melekh, acknowledging that 
God is always before us as our supreme, all-knowing guide.  

 
Hai v’kayam- Dynamic and enduring 

The choice of the descriptive phrase “dynamic and enduring” focuses our attention on 
the paradoxical nature of God’s traits. “Dynamic” is linked to constant change, while “enduring” 
emphasizes stability. To think of God as dynamic is to describe God’s presence in terms of change 
and activity. When we speak of God as enduring, God is a stable, permanent Being. 

The notion that God could simultaneously be both stable and dynamic is analogous to the 
contemporary physicist’s conception of light as energy and matter. Newtonian physics measured 
the influence of gravity on matter. Gravity was not supposed to apply to light or energy. Quantum 
physics challenged the claim that matter and energy were separate and distinct. In Einstein’s 
general theory of relativity, matter and energy were presented as interchangeable, E=mc2. 
Quantum physicists theorize that the distinction between energy and matter applies on the 
macro-level, but does not apply on the sub-atomic level. In fact, based on experiments observing 
single electrons, physicists found that whether an electron was observed as matter/particle or 
energy/wave depended on which the experimenter anticipated seeing. 

How we view God is a product of our expectations. For generations, God was primarily 
described as a noun, “Merciful One,” “Father,” “Master of the Universe.” In modern times, Rabbi 
Mordecai Kaplan (US, 1881-1983) asserted that God was best described as a verb: “the force that 
allows for our actualization.” I am more comfortable conceiving of God as both noun and verb. 
We pray to and enter into covenant with God who is a noun and yet, God is simultaneously a 
dynamic force and activity that we experience as the Oneness that flows through the whole of 
creation, including us. Our theological challenge is to embrace a God who is simultaneously Being 
and Process. 
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 She’hekhezarta bi nishmati-That you have returned within me my soul/breath 

In Hebrew, breath and life are synonymous. On a concrete level, the Talmud uses the 
existence of breath as the test of whether a person is still alive.iii When we thank God for our 
breath, we affirm the gift of life. And more, we also thank God for our soul, the core of 
consciousness that links us to God. The word nishmati translates as “my soul” or “my breath.” 

In Hebrew, several words exist for soul: nefesh, ruakh, and neshamah. Each of these is 
synonymous with breath or wind. The same is true in Latin, where spiritas means spirit and 
breath, and in Greek, where the term animas serves the same dual function. Soul and breath are 
linked as invisible forces that sustain life. Soul is hard to define, precisely because it is an invisible 
extension of God. In the Biblical creation story, God breathes a neshamah, a breath, into the 
nostrils of Adam (Genesis 2:7). The breath animates Adam. The neshamah is not only a Divine 
breath-of-life, but provides the capacity for Divine-like thought. In the creation story only humans 
are endowed with creativity and free will, enabling individuality and intimate relationship with 
God. A belief in soul facilitates the conviction that when we take our last breath, our neshamah 
will return to God, its source. 

 
B’hemlah rabah emunatekha- Graciously, great is your faithfulness. 

Trust is the underpinning of relationship. The last word of the one-line is an 
acknowledgement that God is faithful and therefore worthy of our trust. Although asleep, we are 
safe and our bodies continue to function. With the rising of the sun, we greet a new day. We 
acknowledge that the predictability and possibilities of life are a gift from God. There is a dual 
meaning to the words rabah emunatekha. It may mean, “great is your faithfulness” or  “great is 
your faith in us.”iii Even if we failed to use our previous days well, God trusts that we have the 
capacity to do better.iii God is trustworthy and trusts in us as an act of grace, which is the meaning 
of the word b’hemlah. Grace in this context is defined as an unmerited gift of love. We 
acknowledge that God’s trust in us is unearned, offering us hope and the desire to reciprocate 
God’s love toward God’s creation. 

 
Practical guidance for the daily saying of Modeh Ani. 
1. For a few days just after turning off the light, remind yourself: “I will say the Modeh 

Ani when I first open my eyes.” Once you succeed in saying the line, it reinforces remembering 
on each successive day.  

2. Place a copy of the Modeh Ani next to your bed to help remember the words. The 
advantage in saying it in Hebrew is the cadence and conciseness of the original.  

3. When you persist, the Modeh Ani will become a second nature response upon 
awaking and the words of gratitude will influence your outlook each day. 

4. There is also beauty in waking your children, if you are a parent, with the Modeh 
Ani as a way to affirm Jewish belonging and to acknowledge that the start of a new day warrants 
a “thank you” to God. 
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A Woman’s Modeh Ani 

In my possession is an old book, tattered and missing some of its pages. The cover simply reads 
T’ḥineh, the Yiddish word for the kind of supplications recommended for women whose education did not 
traditionally include training in the Hebrew language and whose prayers in that language would have been 
unintelligible even to the worshiper herself. As a result, a genre of women’s prayers, called generally 
t’ḥinos (the plural of t’ḥineh), emerged. This is not easy liturgy to study: the prayers were generally 
published without their authors’ names and there were countless editions that presented these prayers 
in different versions and in different orders. These prayers are deeply moving expressions of piety in the 
vernacular.  

The following is such a prayer that connects with the opening phrase modeh ani:  

Modeh ani l’fanekha. God, my God and God of my parents, I stand before you a poor 
woman, my head bowed, my heart broken, for my life is in Your hands as is my death; I 
stand before you in utter trembling. I beg you to forgive my sins [for] I have sinned from 
the day I was born until this very day, having failed to uphold the three mitzvos you have 
asked of us women: challah, nidah, and the lighting of [Sabbath and festival] candles.   

I ask you not to remember any of [my sins] today and not, God forbid, to cut short my 
years.  Indeed, I ask that you let me live until I fulfill these mitzvot that are all to be found 
in your Torah. And when my time to die does come, may my death be an [act of] 
atonement for my sins even if I have not earned it. In your beloved name I ask you this 
[solicitude] as an unearned gift. You listen to the entreaties of all people, and so may the 
Lord listen to mine as well. Amen, so may [God grant] that this come to pass. [translated 
by Ana Cottle]  

The Yiddish in this prayer is more Germanic and uses less Hebrew than formal Yiddish would, thus 
suggesting that its audience were unlettered and unlearned. Even the opening word, modeh, appears in 
its distinctly masculine version, whereas any Hebrew speaker writing a prayerbook for women would 
vocalize it to read modah, the feminine singular form. The prayer is the book’s opening prayer, just as the 
Modeh Ani on which it is based, is the first prayer of the traditional liturgical day. Indeed, the t’ḥineh cites 
the opening words of the Modeh Ani and then moves in a more personal and distinctive direction. 

The supplicant continues with words of personal expression that derive from her familial faith. 
The words “God of my parents” are suggestive of the opening line of the Amidah prayer, the core prayer 
at the center of the three daily services. Those words give context to coming before God by noting the 
merit of the worshiper’s ancestors and signal the worshiper’s intention to continue to live in that faith. 
The addition of an extra “my God” sets the tone of deeply personal expression.  

The self-description of the worshiper as “a poor woman, my head bowed, my heart broken” 
conveys her humility. Yet the prayer also offers hope by reminding us of the ancient psalmist who declared 
God to be “the healer of those with broken hearts” (Psalm 147:3) and his fellow poet who wrote openly 
that, in his opinion, “the Lord is [particularly] near to the broken-hearted” (Psalm 34:18). The celebrated 
Hasidic rabbi, Menachem Mendel of Kotzk (1787-1859) would later state, “There is nothing more whole 
than a broken heart.” Clearly those words would have resonated mightily with the woman reciting this 
prayer. 
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The worshiper goes on to acknowledge that her life is in God’s hands, as is her death. This marks 

a departure from the standard celebration of wakefulness of the traditional Modeh Ani to an explicit focus 
on death. In the Talmud, the rabbis state “sleep is a taste of death.”iii Sleep is like death in that we let go 
of control, shifting from normal consciousness and our normal state of guardedness. Later, both the 
Midrash and the Zohar will make sleep parallel to death by imagining the soul emerging from the body 
during sleep to wander in the world, just as it does at the time of death.iii Furthermore, the faithful recite 
a version of the deathbed confessional called the Viddui at bedtime as an introduction to the Shema, itself 
ideally serving as the very last words of life. Hence, when we awake we acknowledge the gift of life and, 
simultaneously, our brush with death. The words also underscore the worshiper’s humility by stressing 
her acceptance of God’s supreme power over life and death, in this parallel to the second blessing of the 
Amidah prayer, “Blessed are You, O Lord our God, who awakens the dead,” that takes the concept one 
step further by referring not to the end of the small death of sleep each morning or the end of life with 
the large death that awaits all the living, but to the death of death itself in messianic times when tradition 
teaches that God will restore life to all who have lived. 

The middle section of this t’hineh is a confessional prayer in which the worshiper expresses 
extreme regret for having been negligent regarding the three commandments that tradition considers 
emblematic of women’s piety: ḥallah (the separation of dough at the time of baking, suggestive of such 
an act as an offering in the time of the Temple); niddah (the separation from one’s husband during and 
for a week after menstrual flow); and the lighting of Shabbat or festival candles.iii The goal of the 
confessional is for the worshiper to seek forgiveness from God, enabling the blessing of a long life. The 
notion that death is the ultimate act of atonement will be known to scholars as a principle of law, but it 
clearly means something entirely else in this context: that even as tainted a sinner as the worshiper 
imagines herself, perhaps exaggeratedly, to be, even such a sinner can find comfort in knowing that death 
itself will provide the ultimate atonement for even the most egregious sin.iii  

The closing of the prayer, “In your beloved name I ask you this [solicitude] as an unearned gift. 
You listen to the entreaties of all people, and so may the Lord listen to mine as well,” conveys both an 
expression of the worshiper’s belief in God’s enduring role as the caring Parent of all people and also her 
own humility and sense of belonging to a larger world. The woman who awakens from sleep and, before 
all else, recites this woman’s Modeh Ani will have her faith in God serve as her first waking thought by 
expressing deep gratitude for a new day coupled with the longing to live in greater rapport with a 
powerful, loving God. While the standard Modeh Ani focuses on gratitude upon awaking, this version goes 
even further by linking that waking with revival from death, techiyyat ha-meitim, a reminder that all our 
lives are fleeting and that in the end death will purify us of our earthly sins. 

The prayer concludes with the worshiper’s hope that God will receive this prayer favorably. How 
many women in how many countless communities across Eastern Europe recited this prayer, no one will 
ever know. But just reading them now, even after Yiddish has long since ceased to serve as the common 
language of Ashkenazic Jewry, let alone world Jewry, stirs the embers of ancient piety nestled in a 
contemporary Jew. 
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A Pure Soul that Awakens with Enthusiasm 
Upon awakening, the prayer of Elohai Neshama draws our focus to the distinct capacity of human 
awareness, identified with the Divine gift of neshamah, the original soul-breath. The word neshamah is 
used in the creation story exclusively for the first earthling (Adam): “God fashioned an earthling of dust 
from the earth and breathed into the nostrils the breath of life [nishmat hayyim] and Adam became a living 
being” (Genesis 2:7). The Talmud states that the human soul is pure, because its source is pure (Berakhot 
10a), enabling Divine-like moral discernment. The Talmud presents the following oath as administered by 
the angerls to an unborn: “Be aware that the Holy, Blessed One is pure, and the Heavenly servants are pure, 
and the soul that God has placed within you is also pure. If during your stay on earth, you guard your soul’s 
purity, well and good, but if not, I shall take it back from you [prematurely]” (Niddah 30b). 

 The following prayer of the Talmud, Elohai Neshamah, usually appears toward the very beginning 
of traditional prayerbook and is to be said upon awaking: 

 My God, the soul You placed within me is pure [ אלהי  נשמה שנתת בי טהורה ]. You fashioned 
it within me; You breathed it into me, safeguard it within me, and eventually You will take 
if from me and restore it to me in the Time to Come. As long as the soul is within me, I 
thank You, Ever Present One, my God and the God of my ancestors, Master of all worlds, 
Sovereign of all souls. Blessed are You, Ever Present One, Who restores souls to dead 
bodies (Berakhot 60b). 

This prayer is in the first person, an expression of connection to “my God.” The neshamah placed within 
us offers discernment, which also leads to strength and the duty to act as needed. When Bilaam blesses the 
Israelites, he says “Lo, a people that rises like a lion” (Numbers 23:24). Rashi, the influential, 11th century 
commentator notes, “When a Jew awakes he should awake like a lion in order to perform the mitzvoth 
(God’s expectations) with enthusiasm. The influential Code of Jewish Law [Shulkhan Arukh] open with a 
similar statement: “You shall arise as a lion each morning to do the will of your Creator.” On this the 
contemporary rabbi, David Wolpe, adds that the stirring statement “reminds us that at the heart of the Jewish 
tradition is the conviction that there are things worth fighting for.” The aspiration is to arise with enthusisam 
and purpose. Some have pointed out that a couple in love awakes with playful energy. These opening words 
of gratitude are intended to cultivate our love of life so as to awake with buoyancy. We awaken with the 
awareness of our foundational goodness. 
   
Reflections: How would the awareness that from your core you are tethered to God impact your sense of 
Self? What girds you for a new day with enthusiasm? 
 
 Elohai Neshamah as chanted by Shefa Gold: http://www.rabbishefagold.com/elohai-nshama/ 
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The Miracle of a Functional Body 
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Conclusion 
 Sleep allows us to be our best and is essential for our wellbeing: physically, emotionally, 
intellectually, and spiritually. Medical research has shown that short-changing sleep leads to a 
deterioration of the functioning of the body’s organs, negatively alters hormone production, and increases 
the risk of illness. When tired we are cranky and lack perspective on our daily stresses. An all-nighter or 
shortchanging our sleep by an hour and a half a night on a consistent basis is as impactful on our response 
times in doing simple tasks as being drunk and literally lowers our IQ performance. When exhausted, we 
are unable to fully appreciate the goodness in our lives, the wonder of the world, and to fully tap our core 
values. 
 In a world of competition and material acquisition with a great focus on the immediate 
gratification of fun, we may avoid going to bed. For many growing up means needing to set a consistent 
time for sleep. A fatigued college freshman explained, “I am busy. I have had to pick between good grades, 
socializing, and sleep. I could only pick two of the three.” Her misunderstanding is widespread. In fact, the 
quality of our learning and time with friends depends on the amount of sweet sleep. Living with a 
consistent schedule is a necessary act of discipline, wisely coupled with the knowledge not to “freak out” 
when we do on occasion get to bed too late as we can make up the sleep debt later. Overall balance 
between work, social time, and rest is possible. As a society, we are witnessing a sleep shortage, impeding 
the opportunity to feel better and to work and love more effectively. In the words of Jeff Kahn, a sleep 
coach for athletes, “sleep is the most potent, proven, performance aid.”iii 
 Actions follow intention. Intention is formed by knowledge. The more we know about sleep, the 
better we are prepared to prioritize rest consistently. We are wise to learn the nature and timing of our 
own sleep needs: a product of age, gender, genetics, and chronotype (whether we are an early-morning 
or late-night person). Rituals and aids before and after sleep are a legacy of those who slept before us and 
who have actively researched the nature of sleep in our own day. When we engage in a ritual practice 
before sleep we better prepared to let go of the worries, unfinished business, and hurts of the day and to 
enhance forgiveness, trust, and belonging. Awaking with traditional words on our lips elicits gratitude, 
wellbeing, and purpose. The Bible’s stories of dreams and sleep mark a beginning that Jewish sages have 
commented on for millennia. That dialogue across generations on when to sleep, for how long, in what 
position, and when to nap is ongoing and current research adds greatly to our understanding.  

Accessing our dreams is also linked to intentionality. Only after the sun goes down can we observe 
the magnificence of the stars.iii What we see during the day and the night are complimentary, revealing 
both the wonders of the physical world and our own inner life. During the day we are actively doing; at 
night our brains are cleansed, memory is consolidated, muscle wounds healed and we dream. Those 
dreams offer an alternative, abiding awareness. Rabbi Aaron of Karlin, a Hasidic master commented on 
the verse from Psalms (36:10), “In Your light we shall see light,” saying,  

There is a Divine light in every soul. It is dormant and eclipsed by the follies of this world. 
We much first awaken this light. Then the upper light will come upon us. In Your light, 
which is within us, will we see light. 

Rabbi Abraham Joshua Heschel commented, “We much not wait passively for insights. In the darkest 
moments we must try to let our inner light go forth. ‘And she rises while it is yet night’” (Proverbs 31:15). 

iii 
 Dreaming is one of the potentially playful gifts of sleep. During a dream we watch a production of 
our own creation, a viewing that offers a combination of nonsense and sublime wisdom. From the Bible 
to the sages to the doctors of the soul of our own day, dreams are greatly valued as a conduit to the 
transcendent and as a passageway to our deepest selves: a light from and shining on the essence of life.  
 The sages teach, “and acquire for yourself a friend.”iii The word acquire, in Hebrew kaneh, is also 
used to describe a purchase. The statement emphasizes that friendship demands investment. Likewise, in 
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befriending sleep, we need to begin with valuing the importance of sleep and to prioritize time to 
accommodate it. The conclusion to this book is a simple prayer: May you befriend sleep and in doing so, 
may the sleep nourish you with the sweetness of rest and wisdom drawn with your inner light.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


